
There is an informative section on what you need to know about medicinal plants and
includes a topical section on - how do medicinal plants act? and - medicinal plants and the
substances they contain. Information is given about how to store medicinal plants cor-
rectly, weighing, mixing, and measuring plant substances, collecting medicinal plants
yourself, and how to grow plants under the section compendium of medicinal plants.
About half of the book deals with self-help treatments organized as units that focus on
complaints or ailments. Rheumatism and gout will serve as an example of these units.
There is a section that defines these metabolic diseases and the help given from healing
plants. The healing plants used to provide relief and efficacy and the preparation proce-
dures before application or use are described in great detail. The plant preparations are
based on specific recipes and dosages. The directions and instructions for using plant prepa-

plant
The appendix contains a section on using healing plants properly and instructions for

preparing and applying teas. There is an index that has common and scientific names and
subject words that facilitates finding information. A brief glossary of 74 terms, mostly
botanical, helps the lay reader to understand the botanical descriptions. There is a section
on sources of herbs, sources of herb seeds, and sources of information that gives names and

)urely botanical reasons.— Harold W. Keller, Research Associate, BRIT.

aGO,  RosiTA  anci  Michael  Balick.  1993-  Rainforest  Remedies,  One
Hundred  Healing  Herbs  of  Belize.  (ISBN  0-914955-13-6,  pbk.).
Lotus  Press,  Box  325,  Twin  Lakes,  Wisconsin  53181  $9.95.  219  pp,
100  black  and  white  line  drawings  (text  illustrations  by  Laura  Evans),
size  5  1/4"  X  8  1/2".

his book chronicles the work of The Belize Ethnobotany Project initiated in 1987 that

itual beliefs. This
Foundation, dedi-
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ns of identification . The plants are arranged alphabetically ac-
Fortunately the saaitijic name ciiid ciiithor are also given for each
!on. The plant /./w;/) nauu is given according to the classification

iving the habit, type ol leaves, inflorescence and fruits. The bahi-

There is a 12-page list of references mostly from the last 15 years. A number oft

.There is an in,

American raintorests. 1 he sensitivity, concern, and goodwill shown by Rosita Arvigo and
Michael Balick for native peoples represents a model for others to emulate. — Harold W.
Keller, Research Associate, BRIT.
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